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Sit down
move on

Varier is a modern Scandinavian brand inspired by
movement. Known for superior quality and effortless
design, our products embody activity, freedom, and
innovation. We strive to design furniture that is both
aesthetically pleasing and good for you. Since 1979,
our chairs have offered a uniquely uncompromising
experience. They have been meticulously designed
in close collaboration with some of the most iconic
Scandinavian designers, including Opsvik, Øie,
Ekstrøm, Salto and Sigsgaard, and have been widely
recognized for their positive effects on health.
Continuously investing in innovative design allows
us to provide the best chairs for the healthy office,
home and urban environment.We aspire to continue
to excite our customers with original products
designed to increase movement in their daily lives.
Varier chairs give freedom of movement to the body,
just as nature intended.

Move
design Per Øie

Sit strong, stand easy
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Move is an original design, specifically constructed
to move with the body. The soft edges of the seat
alongside the rounded base allow for an extended
range of motion. The Mayo Clinic tested and proved
that the Move increases caloric burn relative to normal office chairs, earning it a NEAT™ certification.
Our versatile sit-stand chair is available in three
heights and two different seat selections – ready for
an agile environment at work or home, and pairs
perfectly with a height adjustable desk.
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— Per Øie

“The idea of Move came to me when I saw
workers laying cobblestones in a street.
Their broad movement gave me the idea to
create a chair that has exceptionally high
freedom and reach.”
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Motion
design Kasper Salto
and Thomas Sigsgaard

The modern office chair
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The Motion is a height-adjustable, saddle shaped
chair introduced in 2017. The rubber base provides
support for a 360° range of motion. The enclosed
foam base gives your body optimal circulation, even
when you are not consciously thinking about it. Due
to the man-made, recyclable material, the Motion
is light weight. The handy button underneath the
seat changes the height of the Motion smoothly and
quickly, giving you exactly the height you need.
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— Kasper Salto

“Both comfort and design were our main priorities when it
came to designing this chair. The secret of the Motion is that
it has a simple and clean geometry on the outside, but a
very soft feel on the inside.”
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Variable
design Peter Opsvik

The original kneeling chair
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Variable’s unique design and functionality makes it
an icon that is instantly recognizable. Throughout
its 40 years of history, the gentle tilting motion and
open angle sitting posture has remained constant.
The sophisticated kneeling design provides optimal
comfort while gently switching between kneeling
and the more traditional posture. The Variable fits
in nicely with all interiors, especially accompanied
with a desk.
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— Peter Opsvik

“The next position is always the best.”

Ekstrem
design Terje Ekstrøm

The no-limit sitting experience
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— Terje Ekstøm

‘‘Being told to sit correctly as a child gave
me inspiration to design the Ekstrem’’

The iconic Ekstrem challenges conventional furniture,
while still providing unparalleled comfort. A throwback
to the eccentric 80s, the unexpected geometrics allow
you to sit forward with feet on the ground, sideways
with legs calmly placed on the armrests, or completely
backwards with the front of the torso against the
chair’s back. The Ekstrem is an ideal piece to spice
up any interior.
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History

Technical information

MOVE

VARIABLE

Seat: Ø43cm

W52 x D72 x H51cm,

Base: Ø40cm

Seat height: 50cm

Seat height

Fabrics: Revive, Umami,

Low gas lift: 49-68 cm

Breeze Fusion, Hallingdal,

Medium gas lift: 56-82cm

Steelcut Trio, Leather, Fame,

High gas lift: 65-87cm

Dinamica, Singalin

Fabrics: Revive, Fame,
Umami, Singalin, Dinamica,
Steelcut Trio, Breeze Fusion,
Leather, Hallingdal
Ekstrem
W72x D70 x H79cm,
Seat height: 43cm
MOTION

Fabrics: Knit

Seat: W34xD37xH17cm
Base: Ø40cm
Seat height
Low gas lift: 54-73cm
Medium gas lift: 61-87cm
High gas lift: 70-92cm

Founded in 2006, Varier designs
and manufactures chairs that move
with your body. Movement is a central design element of all our chairs.
The range includes iconic chairs such
as the Variable balans, the original
kneeling chair designed by Peter
Opsvik in 1979. We strive to work
closely with leading designers to
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create products that rethink sitting.
Based in Oslo, Norway, Varier can
be found in the homes, offices, clinics
and educational institutions of over
40 countries around the world. With
subsidiaries in Italy and Germany,
and exclusive distributors in USA,
Japan and South Korea, Varier
maintains a strong global presence.

Fabrics: Fame
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Sustainability

In Norway, it’s a prerogative to
protect nature. Varier is proud to be
part of a culture that invests in
ethical practices that help turn profits
into value for future generations.
We have implemented many changes
to our business model and supplier
policies to ensure that all parts of
the value chain are sustainable.
Today, the majority of our components are made from fully recyclable
materials.Varier meets or exceeds
all local and EU sustainability regulations. In addition, the production
process at Trio Line, Varier’s longstanding manufacturing partner, has
been optimized through strict implementation of lean and six sigma
principles to minimize waste. Feel

confident that when you buy Varier
products you take part in a journey
towards a sustainable future.
As an example to our commitment to
sustainability, we ensure that all our
suppliers meet our stringent standards:

1.

2.

1. Non-treated New Zealand wool manufactured
by EU Ecolabel-certified suppliers
2. Oeko-Tex® certified microfiber produced from
recycled bottles
3. Chrome tanned leather produced without PDPs

or CFCs
4. Wood laminated for flexibility and coated with

water-based, non-toxic lacquers
5. Eco-lighthouse certified foam produced without

CFCs, flame retardants, or heavy metals

3.

6. Metal produced by a low waste, energy
efficient process

4.

5.

6.
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varierfurniture.com

